
Bringing Inspiration To Earth 

Radio Show - BITEradio strives to have a positive, informative & fun show environment. For more than 6 years 
we have been featuring Inspirational guests in the following genres:

•  Spirituality/Self-Help/Holistic where we feature guests whose work falls into the Body/Mind/Spirit 
genre,
•  Children's Corner where we feature guests who can provide inspirational messages to children and their 
parents or care-givers, and
•  Environmental Awareness where we feature guests who have a passion about honoring Nature saving 
our planet from destructive behaviors.

Robert Sharpe - Bio

Robert Sharpe is the Founder of BITEradio.me, host and producer of the Bringing Inspiration To Earth radio show
and author of Joy Potential: Where You'd Least Expect It, It's No Secret: Spirituality BITEs, and the newly 
released photobook, Nature's Inspiration; Volume I.  

BITEradio.me was established in 2010 to provide a source of positive programming designed to enlighten and 
entertain listeners.  In the more than 6 years of programming, the Bringing Inspiration To Earth show has aired 
1,100+ shows focusing on inspirational guests in the Self-Help, Spirituality, Children's Corner and Environmental 
Awareness genres.

In addition to his radio work, Robert also works with non-profit organizations designing and maintaining web 
sites and assisting with business plan development.

A former corporate trainer in the financial and restaurant industries, Robert has more than 25 years experience in 
the study of self-help, personal development and metaphysics.  His more than 10 years radio experience include 
both broadcast and Internet-based show development.  Robert has a Bachelor's degree in Psychology from 
Whittier College.

For more information about his radio programming and books visit: www.BITEradio.me

 Phone: 843-808-0777 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/biteradiome 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/biteradiome 

http://www.BITEradio.me/
https://www.facebook.com/biteradiome
http://twitter.com/biteradiome


Joy Potential: Where You'd Least Expect It

In a state of chaos, anything is possible. We have an opportunity to shake up our lives and create more 
happiness. Our time here is limited. Where do you put your attention? Do you create and experience - 
fear or joy?

At a crossroads in life and not knowing which direction to go, I find myself taking a temporary 
graveyard shift job to help pay the bills. During the course of this one week assignment I discover the 
negative patterns and cycles ingrained since birth. It becomes clear how these mistaken beliefs create 
fear and roadblocks in my life. It's time for a change!

A new perspective is created as John the Supervisor and Leonora, Quality Control, guide me through the
unknown, overcoming fear, to a place where I see new paths and opportunities. "Moving from a place of
questioning one's worth, to a place where I do something that significantly improves a stranger's life is a 
massive shift." I am led down a path where my hobby, Internet-based radio, becomes a major source of  
Joy Potential. 

Reviews/Comments: 

“This story was fun to read with a few twists and turns, yet the experiences and lessons could apply to so many 
people. Any one of us could be any one of the characters in this story. The author has the ability to deliver some 
very sage advice and life changing concepts without the reader feeling like they are being lectured to and without 
feeling like they are reading another of the thousands of 'self-help' books written by 'spiritual gurus'. Thank you for
sharing an inspirational message in a very entertaining way." ~ Chris, Host of Curious Times Radio Show

"Joy Potential is a wonderful and inspirational story about seeking ones personal joy. I couldn't put it down! I found
myself enthralled as I read deeper into the pages, needing to hear the next message and/or the next lesson. The 
style in which R.P. Sharpe writes reminded me many times of how I've excused synchronistic events in my own 
life. Not anymore!! Joy Potential equals Self-discovery." ~Lyn Ragan, Author of We Need To Talk: Living With 
The Afterlife; Wake Me Up! A True Love Story About Life After Death & Berc's Inner Voice 



It's No Secret: Spirituality BITES

You can STOP SEARCHING for your 'spiritual path' becauseYOU'RE ON IT!

This book DOES NOT contain any Earth-shattering revelations. I do not pretend to have any special 
knowledge that will forever change your life and make it full of love and bliss and completely free of 
negativity!

What this book DOES contain are observations and bits of awareness that I have gained from the 
hundreds of self-help and spiritually-focused guests I have had on my Bringing Inspiration To Earth 
Show.

Some of the Insights include:

• The Law of Dis-traction
• It's All About ME ... and My Choices
• Well, What Do You Expect?
• Ungrateful So-and-So
• Leave Your Judgments at the Door
• Forget the So-Called 'Experts'
• It's No Coincidence
• In Your Dreams
• Thank God for Unanswered Prayers

Also included are 60+ Actions I (and show guests) have taken to make life better and less stressful, 
based on those observations. Some may work for you, some may not. 

But even if there is ONLY ONE action that you take to improve your life experience, then the time
you spend reading this book will have been worth while. 

http://www.biteradio.me/index.html
http://www.biteradio.me/index.html


Bringing Inspiration To Earth

Talking Points

Bringing Inspiration To Earth Radio:

1. How did the show title 'Bringing Inspiration To Earth' come about?
2. What genres do you cover with your programming?
3. Who were some of your most memorable guests? 

• In the areas of Self-Help, Spirituality, Children's Corner & Environmental Awareness
4. What are a couple lessons you've learned through the years of doing the show?

Joy Potential: Where You'd Least Expect It

1. How did the plot come into focus?
2. Is  the story about you?
3. The story is told in the first person, without ever identifying the character.  Why did you write it that way?
4. The main character is long-time unemployed going to temporary job.  Why that setting?
5. You approach the story through pursuing one's hobby. Why?
6. You spend a lot of time on negative cycles, why?
7. I have a small dose of a Quantum perspective in the book, why did you include that?
8. An awareness of 'missed opportunities' plays a major part in the the book, would you explain the reason 

for that focus?
9. What do you hope people will learn from reading your book?

It's No Secret: Spirituality BITEs

1. Why did you write this book? What was the inspiration for it?
2. Why the title It's No Secret: Spirituaity BITEs?
3. In the eBook version, you include many hyperlinks throughout the book, why?
4. The book contains 16 Insights, and associated actions. Why that format?
5. We can discuss any of the insights below:

• Insight 1 – Awareness is where it all begins
• Insight 2 – It's all about ME … and my choices
• Insight 3 – Forget the so-called “experts”
• Insight 4 – Strength through adversity
• Insight 5 – Evil exists .. and we met
• Insight 6 – Thank God for unanswered prayers
• Insight 7 – Leave your judgments at the door
• Insight 8 – Thanks for the advice... now I'll decide
• Insight 9 – In your dreams
• Insight 10 – Well, what do you expect?
• Insight 11 – A 'Natural' Connection
• Insight 12 – It's no coincidence
• Insight 13 – Opportunities come .. and go
• Insight 14 – Ungrateful so-and-so
• Insight 15 – It's not a Give & Take; It's a Give & Receive
• Insight 16 – The Law of Dis-traction


